November 4, 2016

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.
#503 – 4190 Lougheed Highway
Burnaby, BC V5C 6A8

Reference: VAN-00234706-A0

via email: imckinnon@islengineering.com

Attention:

Ian McKinnon, EIT, Project Engineer

Re:

Geotechnical Assessment Report
City of New Westminster NWRFP-16-09, Ewen Avenue Reconstruction Phase Three
Hampton Street to Boundary Road, New Westminster, BC

Dear Sir:
1.0

INTRODUCTION

Exp Services Inc. (exp) has completed this geotechnical assessment report for the above-noted project.
The work was carried out in general accordance with exp’s Work Authorization dated April 13, 2016, exp
Reference 999-00042000-PP, and was limited to the evaluation of geotechnical characteristics of the
associated roadways. No analysis of the subsoils was completed with respect to environmental or soil
corrosion considerations. The attached “Interpretation & Use of Study and Report” contains further
instructions about the proper interpretation and use of the report and should be included with any copies of
this report.
Background information available for this report included:
•

Geotechnical Site Assessment Queensborough Watermain Replacement Project conducted by
Amec Foster Wheeler (Amec) dated April 14, 2015 on behalf of Metro Vancouver.

•

Metro Vancouver Queensborough Main No.2 Phase 2 and 3 As-Built Drawings.

•

City of New Westminster Ewen Avenue Reconstruction Phase 2 As-Built Drawings.

2.0

PROJECT DETAILS

This 2016 project on Ewen Avenue between Hampton Street and Boundary Road is Phase Three of the
City’s efforts in renewing infrastructure on Ewen Avenue within the Queensborough area.
Phase One of the project from Furness Street to Derwent Way was completed in 2014 and the second
phase, currently underway, from Derwent Way to Hampton Street, was slated for completion in June 2016.
Phase Two works also includes the installation of new 250mm and 600mm dia. DI watermains from Derwent
Way to Boundary Road for the City and Metro Vancouver, respectively.
The Phase Three project includes:
•

Roadway and utility improvements along Ewen Avenue between Hampton Street and Boundary
Road. The roadway functions as a collector/arterial road and is a bus route, and is approximately
800m in length.
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•

Improvements include: two-lane road with curb and gutter improvements, parking lanes, raised
median, multi-use bicycle-pedestrian greenway on south side, sidewalk on north side, upgrading
bus stops, streetlighting, fibre optic, boulevard and roadway widening.

Based on our past nearby experience, published surficial geological mapping, and the Amec Foster
Wheeler geotechnical report made available in the RFP, the soil conditions on the subject site consist of
granular fill, underlain by peat, underlain by organic/peaty silt, underlain by soft silt. The existing roadway
is comprised of two travel lanes, with some roadside ditches for drainage along portions of the roadway
and some parking lane with existing curb and gutter drainage. The pavement condition is mixed. Some
sections have been recently upgraded and are in reasonable condition, while other areas are in poor
condition.
There is concern about the probable presence of contaminated granular soil and peat within the project
limits as noted in the Phase Two works. Contamination of existing fill and peat, and disposal of
contaminated material, is outside scope of this project.
Key geotechnical issues relevant to the project are settlement potential due to the presence of peat and
soft soils, groundwater conditions and control during trenching, temporary support of adjacent structures,
pavement assessment and settlement of utilities.
3.0

FIELD EXPLORATION AND LABORATORY WORK

The background Amec report contains the results of an auger hole exploration carried out in January 2015,
under contract to Metro Vancouver for the Queensborough Main Replacement Project along Ewen Avenue.
The Testhole Location Plan is included in Appendix A and the Test Hole Logs are included in Appendix B.
In addition to the existing test hole information, the current field exploration program consisted of conducting
a series of asphalt cores at approximately 100m spacing along the travel lanes to confirm asphalt thickness
and Benkelman beam testing at approximately 40m intervals alternating within the wheelpaths of each of
the driving lanes.
The pavement cores were completed by a field technician from exp on July 26, 2016. These results,
including photos of the cores, are attached in Appendix C. The Benkelman beam testing was carried out
by a field technician from exp on July 27, 2016 using a subcontracted single-axle dump truck loaded with
a standard 18,000 lb load. The beam results are attached in Appendix C.
In addition, a visual review of the existing pavement condition was conducted on site to identify general
pavement defects and extents.
4.0

SOIL CONDITIONS

Three (3) boreholes and one (1) electric Cone Penetration Test (CPT) were included in the reference report
within the project limits: BH15-01 / CPT15-02, BH15-02, and, BH15-03 which included the installation of a
standpipe piezometer for groundwater measurements. The following simplified soil profile was interpreted
from the existing test hole information provided and from the results of the pavement cores conducted for
this study.
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Table 1 – Simplified Soil Profile

Range

Average

Depth to top of Layer
(m), measured from
Ground Surface

0.111 - 0.545

0.279

0

GRANULAR Typically, 19mm minus sand and
ROAD BASE gravel.

0.075 to 0.115

0.097

0.1 to 0.5

3

GRANULAR
ROAD
SUBBASE

Typically, 75mm minus sand and
gravel to sandy gravel.

0.315 to 1.700

0.78

0.25 to 0.62

4

PEAT

Organic peat, fibrous typical moisture
content 230 to 600% range,
occasional organic silty layers

0.8 to 3.6

2.4

0.6 to 1.9

4

ORGANIC
SILT

Organic silt, some peat, typical
moisture content 65% to 140% range

1.3 to >3.1

N/A

2.0 to 3.0

5

SILT

Very soft, trace of organics to some,
moisture content 40% to 95%

N/A

N/A

4.0 to >6.1

Unit
No.

Thickness of Layer (m)

Soil Type

Soil Description

1

ASPHALT
PAVEMENT

Surface pavement, generally in poor
condition

2

Groundwater table as reported in the testholes provided, ranged from 1.35m to 1.9m below existing grades;
however, it is expected that groundwater levels would vary seasonally, with levels in the Fraser River, and
with periods of extended rainfall or nearby local land use.
5.0

BENKELMAN BEAM TEST RESULTS

The Benkelman beaming was done on the alternating outer/inner wheelpath of each of the driving lanes
with data points obtained at about 40m intervals.
Statistical analyses were carried out on the temperature-corrected Benkelman beam data. The individual
temperature corrected rebounds, the statistical analysis results, the Maximum Probable Spring Rebounds
(MPSR) for each lane, and the combined MPSR, are tabulated in the attached Benkelman Beam Test
Reports in Appendix C. The combined MPSR calculated for each of the test sections is summarized as
follows:
•

3.95mm combined.

•

Ranged from 2.14 to 5.51mm on individual wheel paths.

It is understood that this subject section of Ewen Avenue is classified as a Collector, as indicated in the City
of New Westminster’s Draft Master Transportation Plan, and as such a maximum rebound of 1.25mm is
considered appropriate for Collector according to the City’s Design Criteria Manual. Based on this design
rebound, the beam results imply that the roadway would require the addition of approximately 325mm of
gravel (or the structural equivalent) to the existing pavement section strength to achieve the maximum
rebound.
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6.0

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

General

Current pavement condition for the subject roadway section is generally poor, with large areas of completely
failed pavement, alligator cracking, longitudinal cracking, settlement cracking near existing trench patches,
uneven pavement and numerous large patches. The total pavement section (pavement plus underlying
granular fill) is generally considered minimal over a peat subgrade.
Asphalt pavement thickness ranged from 111mm to 545mm but typically was about 300mm thick. Total
pavement structure thickness ranged from 0.6m to 1.9m thick.
As previously mentioned, based on the Benkelman Beam testing, the existing asphalt requires a structural
upgrade of approximately 325mm of equivalent granular thickness (equal to about 163mm asphalt) to meet
the maximum deflection as per the City of New Westminster’s Design Criteria maximum seasonally
adjusted value of 1.25mm for a Collector road.
The underlying peat and organic silt are very sensitive from a settlement perspective to any additional
loading above existing conditions, including that caused by a heavier pavement section. In addition, longterm secondary consolidation settlement under existing loads would continue. New road construction in
peat areas generally involves preloading the entire road with a surcharge of several meters of granular fill.
High preloading/surcharging is not realistic here due to existing utilities. This limits subgrade preparation
in widening areas, and limits upgrading of the existing pavement to only a minimal pavement rehabilitation
upgrade. As such, ongoing settlement of the roadway is expected to continue in the long term.
Settlements are expected to be approximately 50% of the depth of any fill increase. Therefore, an increase
in road grade caused by an additional 325mm of granular fill is expected to result in about 160 to 165mm
of settlement. These settlements are significant and may result in damage to underground services. This
predicted settlement limits the amount of additional road fill that may practically be added.
The proposed upgrade is not expected to result in a full strength pavement section, since typical minimum
pavement section structures on peat are in the range of 1.0 to 1.5m thick. However, strengthening and
thickening the pavement structure to this amount may result in large settlements that are likely intolerable.
Expected pavement life for the proposed upgrade is difficult to predict; however, a shorter than normal
pavement life is expected with more frequent pavement rehabilitations.
6.2

Existing Pavement Rehabilitation

The following options for rehabilitation of the existing pavements are presented to limit the upgraded
pavement section to zero grade increase, to reduce the expected settlement impacts to the existing utilities.
6.2.1

Rehabilitation Option 1

•

Remove 110mm of Asphalt (leave 170mm average in place, with a maximum of 200mm. Isolated
areas may require more asphalt removal).

•

Reclaim existing Asphalt/Base gravels to 400mm depth.

•

Base Stabilization to 250mm (by use of emulsions or foamed asphalt). This is completed on the
upper 250mm of the 400mm reclamation depth.

•

Place new 110mm thick asphalt (75mm lower course #1 and 35mm upper course #1).
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•

6.2.2

The Resulting Pavement Structure does not provide a significant structural upgrade, but would
improve the uniformity, drainage, aesthetics and provide a smooth running surface.
Rehabilitation Option 2

•

Remove asphalt and over-excavate to a depth of 500mm.

•

Place geogrid (Tensar TriAx TX160) at 500mm over-excavated depth.

•

Place and compact 150mm Master Municipal Construction Documents (MMCD) Granular Base
compacted to 95% Modified Proctor maximum dry density (MPMDD).

•

Place another geogrid (Tensar TriAx TX160).

•

Place another 240mm lift of MMCD Granular Base compacted to 95% MPMDD.

•

Base Stabilization of the top 200mm of base.

•

Place new 110mm thick asphalt (75mm lower course #1 and 35mm upper course #1).

•

This option provides an estimated structural increase in the order of about 200mm of additional
granular equivalent.

As discussed above, the options are limited as the underlying peat is highly susceptible to settlement with
any increase in loading, that could cause serious issues for the existing utilities, and deeper over-excavation
would likely be prohibitively more expensive and could potentially extend into the Peat which would then
necessitate replacement with lightweight fill. Such an option is presented below:
6.2.3

Rehabilitation Option 3

•

Remove existing asphalt and gravels.

•

Excavate to depth of 1.5m with smooth bucket at subgrade level.

•

Install lightweight aggregate fill to within 0.9m of existing grade as discussed below.

•

After placement of lightweight aggregate fill the following pavement structure should be considered:
 110mm Asphalt (75mm lower course #1 and 35mm upper course #1);
 230mm MMCD Granular Base compacted to 95% MPMDD;
 560mm MMCD Crushed Granular Sub-Base compacted to 95% MPMDD.

The lightweight aggregate should consist of red vesicular basalt or dacite pumice and have a bulk density
as determined by “laboratory tamping test” of between 600 and 1000 kg/m3, and have a gradation of 75mm
minus with fine particles (% passing the .075mm sieve) of less than 8%. The lightweight aggregate should
come fully wrapped with a non-woven geotextile filter fabric such as Nilex 4551 or approved equivalent.
The fabric should have minimum overlap of 600mm. The lightweight aggregate should be placed in lifts
not exceeding 350mm and compacted with light ride-on compaction equipment. Turning or swiveling on
the lightweight aggregate should be avoided and number of passes should be limited to two, which should
be confirmed by the Geotechnical Engineer in the field during construction.
6.3

Shoulder Widening and Ditch Infill

In some areas, road widening fill may extend out into previously unloaded areas (such as the existing
ditches). Due to the deep peat/peaty silt and organic soils in the area, significant settlement is expected
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with addition of loading.
After placement of lightweight fill the following pavement structure should be considered, except as noted
for Sub-base in Widening Alternative 1:
•

110mm Asphalt (75mm lower course #1 and 35mm upper course #1)

•

230mm MMCD Granular Base compacted to 95% MPMDD

•

560mm MMCD Crushed Granular Sub-Base compacted in two lifts to 95% MPMDD

If minimal differential settlement between ditch infill and existing roadway is desired as described in the
RFP documents, Widening Alternative 1 as described below should be considered. However, as this option
may not be practical since it will be quite costly, two separate alternatives are presented (Alternative 2
Surcharge and Alternative 3 Pre-building) with expected magnitudes of settlement and durations. Other
alternatives such as timber piling or soil mixing have not been considered as they are likely impractical for
the site and costs would also be prohibitive.
Widening areas should be dewatered prior to fill placement, so that lightweight fill is placed in dry conditions,
discussion of dewatering is presented in Section 6.4. Regardless of option chosen, differential settlement
and performance should be expected between the traffic lanes and the road shoulder areas, especially
where the new road pavement extends into previously unloaded areas. Where possible, constructing a
geogrid (such as Tensar Triaxial geogrid TX160) within the pavement structure should be considered, to
reduce differential settlements, tie together the traffic lanes and shoulder area, and strengthen the
pavement section.
6.3.1

Widening Alternative 1 – EPS

EPS replacement of soil could be considered to 1.9m below existing grade in widening areas excavated
with a smooth bucket at subgrade level.
EPS should meet the following requirements:
•

EPS should be supplied in the form of blocks. It shall be classified as to surface burning
characteristics in accordance with CAN/ULC-S102.2-03-EN, having a flame spread rating not
greater than 500;

•

The minimum compressive strength, measured in accordance with ASTM D 1621 shall be 125 kPa
at a strain of not more than 5%;

•

The density of EPS should be 25 kg/m³;

•

EPS blocks should be fully wrapped with UV resistant 250 μm (10-mil) black polyethylene sheeting
that meets ASTM D3020 standard specification for Type 1 sheeting. Polyethylene sheeting joints
shall be overlapped by a minimum of 0.5m;

•

EPS blocks should have a 0.9m granular cover vertically and horizontally; EPS should be fabricated
using virgin feedstock manufactured into blocks having no more than 15% re-grind content.

•

All EPS blocks should be treated with a tested and proven termite treatment for below grade
applications, three-year minimum field exposure. The termite treatment agent shall be registered
with the appropriate government environmental agency.
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•

The blocks shall be placed on a leveling course consisting of a 200mm thick MMCD river sand.
Supply and lay UV resistant 250 μm (10-mil) black polyethylene sheeting that meets ASTM D3020
standard specification for Type 1 sheeting.

•

The EPS and polyethylene sheeting should be covered with 100mm of river sand for protection,
compacted to 90% MPMDD with light compaction equipment, followed by 460mm of MMCD
Crushed Granular Sub-Base versus the 560mm noted in the previous section.

•

Light equipment shall be used, particularly in the initial lifts, when working over the EPS.

•

The static or dynamic pressure on the EPS surface from any equipment and overlying fill should
not exceed 100 kPa.

As this alternative presents near zero net additional loading, minimal primary settlement in the first few
months is expected to be in the range of about 50mm. However long-term, post-construction settlement
would not be eliminated, due to secondary consolidation of the underlying peat and organic soils. Postconstruction settlement could be in the order of 150mm over 25 years.
Significant construction complications should be expected with this option, including the following;
•

As EPS blocks are significantly lighter than water, the entire excavation would need to be
dewatered, during placement of blocks and until fills overtop are completed.

•

Dewatering may cause significant settlements of nearby structures, utilities and properties.

•

Dewatering may cause differential lateral and horizontal movements of adjacent structures and
utilities, therefore, sheet piles may be required.

As this Alternative may not be practical from a construction or cost point of view, the following Alternatives
are also provided.
6.3.2

Widening Alternative 2 – Surcharge

Backfilling the lower part of any deep ditches or watercourses should be carried out with use of lightweight
fill to within 0.4m of finished grade as described in Section 6.2.
Consider surcharge preloading of the ditch infill and widening areas with a minimum 1.5m surcharge above
design finish grade. Surcharge fill should consist of clean granular fill such as MMCD river sand or approved
equivalent. Remove surcharge fill to finished grade after preload settlement time in the order of 4 to 6
months based on geotechnical review of settlement readings. Settlement gauges should be installed at
original grade prior to filling, with baseline reading taken prior to fill placement. Settlement survey readings
should be taken weekly during construction and bi-weekly during the settlement period and reviewed by
the Geotechnical Engineer, prior to final grading and paving.
Estimated magnitude of settlement during the settlement period would be in the order of 600 to 900mm at
surface and about 75% of the surface settlement should be expected at the level of existing utilities. Postconstruction settlement in the order of could be in the order of 300mm over 25 years. The advantage of
the surcharge option would be shorter construction duration as compared to Alternative 3, but increased
settlement, and greater volume of fill material would be needed. Post-construction settlement for
Alternatives 2 and 3 would be similar.
6.3.3

Widening Alternative 3 - Pre-building

Backfilling the lower part of any deep ditches or watercourses should be carried out with use of lightweight
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fill to within 0.6m of finished grade as described in Section 6.2.
Alternatively, the roadway fills can be placed up to 300mm above the top of base structure and allowed to
settle. Final grading and paving can be done at a later date. A delay of at least 8 to 12 months should be
expected; however, settlement should be monitored with settlement gauges, installed and readings taken
as described in Widening Alternative 2, prior to final grading and paving.
Estimated magnitude of settlement during the settlement period would be in the order of 300 to 400mm at
surface and about 75% of the surface settlement should be expected at the level of existing utilities. Postconstruction settlement in the order of could be in the order of 300mm over 25 years. The advantage of
the pre-building alternative would be lower estimated magnitude of settlement and less fill material required
as compared to Alternative 2, but longer duration for construction would be needed.
6.4

Excavation and Dewatering

Based on the test holes reviewed and visual walkthrough completed for this project it appears that the
majority of excavation for widening areas would encounter peat. The composition and consistency of the
soils at the site are such that suitably equipped hydraulic excavators should be able to dig these materials.
Groundwater inferred from the testholes and observed in existing ditches was generally about 1 to 2m
below existing road grade. Depending on time of year and climatic conditions, the elevation may vary from
that encountered. Therefore, varying intensities and volumes of groundwater seepage into the trench
excavations depending on location should be anticipated during construction.
To minimize encroachment into existing roadway it is assumed that any excavation for widening alternatives
will be shored. Appropriate trench shoring/bracing methods should be employed such as standard trench
boxes, meeting the requirements of WorkSafeBC and any other applicable authorities. The shoring should
be installed to the top of the trench immediately after excavation. It is estimated that prior to shoring
installation, any compacted fills at the surface and the underlying native soils would likely stand up vertically
for a short time in the trench during excavation under dry conditions. If any sloughing occurs, the trench
may have to be widened or temporary shoring installed at the time of excavation.
If sloped excavations are considered practical, the sidewalls of unsupported trench excavations should
generally be cut no steeper than 1H:1V (horizontal:vertical) for trench stability and worker safety purposes.
Flatter slopes may be necessary if loose / organic soils prone to caving and sloughing, or where significant
zones of groundwater seepage are encountered. A Geotechnical Engineer should periodically review the
soils encountered during excavation and make recommendations as warranted.
As previously noted, static groundwater is expected to be encountered within the peat / peaty silt within
about 2m of existing road surface. Dewatering should be completed as necessary to allow backfill
placement to occur in dry conditions. Based on the soil conditions encountered and local experience, it
appears likely that conventional sump and pump methods may prove difficult if excavations extend deep
below the water table and it is possible that supplementing dewatering with can wells or vacuum well-points
may be necessary to handle possible seepage volumes for deeper excavations. However, the dewatering
method used would need to be selected in response to actual groundwater conditions encountered during
construction. The design, operation, and maintenance of a dewatering system should be the responsibility
of the contractor.
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INTERPRETATION & USE OF STUDY AND REPORT
1.

STANDARD OF CARE

This study and Report have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering consulting practices in this area. No other warranty,
expressed or implied, is made. Engineering studies and reports do not include environmental consulting unless specifically stated in the engineering
report.
2.

COMPLETE REPORT

All documents, records, data and files, whether electronic or otherwise, generated as part of this assignment are a part of the Report which is of a
summary nature and is not intended to stand alone without reference to the instructions given to us by the Client, communications between us and the
Client, and to any other reports, writings, proposals or documents prepared by us for the Client relative to the specific site described herein, all of which
constitute the Report.
IN ORDER TO PROPERLY UNDERSTAND THE SUGGESTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED HEREIN, REFERENCE
MUST BE MADE TO THE WHOLE OF THE REPORT. WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR USE BY ANY PARTY OF PORTIONS OF THE
REPORT WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE WHOLE REPORT.
3.

BASIS OF THE REPORT

The Report has been prepared for the specific site, development, building, design or building assessment objectives and purpose that were described to
us by the Client. The applicability and reliability of any of the findings, recommendations, suggestions, or opinions expressed in the document are only
valid to the extent that there has been no material alteration to or variation from any of the said descriptions provided to us unless we are specifically
requested by the Client to review and revise the Report in light of such alteration or variation.
4.

USE OF THE REPORT

The information and opinions expressed in the Report, or any document forming the Report, are for the sole benefit of the Client. NO OTHER PARTY
MAY USE OR RELY UPON THE REPORT OR ANY PORTION THEREOF WITHOUT OUR WRITTEN CONSENT. WE WILL CONSENT TO ANY
REASONABLE REQUEST BY THE CLIENT TO APPROVE THE USE OF THIS REPORT BY OTHER PARTIES AS “APPROVED USERS”. The
contents of the Report remain our copyright property and we authorise only the Client and Approved Users to make copies of the Report only in such
quantities as are reasonably necessary for the use of the Report by those parties. The Client and Approved Users may not give, lend, sell or otherwise
make the Report, or any portion thereof, available to any party without our written permission. Any use which a third party makes of the Report, or any
portion of the Report, are the sole responsibility of such third parties. We accept no responsibility for damages suffered by any third party resulting from
unauthorised use of the Report.
5.

INTERPRETATION OF THE REPORT

a.

Nature and Exactness of Descriptions: Classification and identification of soils, rocks, geological units, contaminant materials, building
envelopment assessments, and engineering estimates have been based on investigations performed in accordance with the standards set
out in Paragraph 1. Classification and identification of these factors are judgmental in nature and even comprehensive sampling and testing
programs, implemented with the appropriate equipment by experienced personnel, may fail to locate some conditions. All investigations, or
building envelope descriptions, utilizing the standards of Paragraph 1 will involve an inherent risk that some conditions will not be detected
and all documents or records summarising such investigations will be based on assumptions of what exists between the actual points
sampled. Actual conditions may vary significantly between the points investigated and all persons making use of such documents or records
should be aware of, and accept, this risk. Some conditions are subject to change over time and those making use of the Report should be
aware of this possibility and understand that the Report only presents the conditions at the sampled points at the time of sampling. Where
special concerns exist, or the Client has special considerations or requirements, the Client should disclose them so that additional or special
investigations may be undertaken which would not otherwise be within the scope of investigations made for the purposes of the Report.

b.

Reliance on Provided information: The evaluation and conclusions contained in the Report have been prepared on the basis of conditions in
evidence at the time of site inspections and on the basis of information provided to us. We have relied in good faith upon representations,
information and instructions provided by the Client and others concerning the site. Accordingly, we cannot accept responsibility for any
deficiency, misstatement or inaccuracy contained in the report as a result of misstatements, omissions, misrepresentations or fraudulent acts
of persons providing information.

c.

To avoid misunderstandings, exp Services Inc. (exp) should be retained to work with the other design professionals to explain relevant
engineering findings and to review their plans, drawings, and specifications relative to engineering issues pertaining to consulting services
provided by exp. Further, exp should be retained to provide field reviews during the construction, consistent with building codes guidelines
and generally accepted practices. Where applicable, the field services recommended for the project are the minimum necessary to ascertain
that the Contractor’s work is being carried out in general conformity with exp’s recommendations. Any reduction from the level of services
normally recommended will result in exp providing qualified opinions regarding adequacy of the work.

6.0

ALTERNATE REPORT FORMAT

When exp submits both electronic file and hard copies of reports, drawings and other documents and deliverables (exp’s instruments of professional
service), the Client agrees that only the signed and sealed hard copy versions shall be considered final and legally binding. The hard copy versions
submitted by exp shall be the original documents for record and working purposes, and, in the event of a dispute or discrepancy, the hard copy versions
shall govern over the electronic versions. Furthermore, the Client agrees and waives all future right of dispute that the original hard copy signed version
archived by exp shall be deemed to be the overall original for the Project.
The Client agrees that both electronic file and hard copy versions of exp’s instruments of professional service shall not, under any circumstances, no
matter who owns or uses them, be altered by any party except exp. The Client warrants that exp’s instruments of professional service will be used only
and exactly as submitted by exp.
The Client recognizes and agrees that electronic files submitted by exp have been prepared and submitted using specific software and hardware
systems. Exp makes no representation about the compatibility of these files with the Client’s current or future software and hardware systems.
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Appendix A
Test Hole Location Plan
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Appendix B
Existing Test Hole Logs
BH15-01, BH15-02, BH15-03
CPT15-02
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Su (kPa)

01-01
01-02

FINISHED: 15/01/2015
STARTED: 15/01/2015
DRILLING METHOD: Hydrovac/Solid Stem Auger
BOREHOLE LOCATION: (See Site Plan) Elevation referenced from
CAD File C000AAWF1075
DEPTH
Elev. 0.8 m+/-

0.2
0.6

0.6
0.2

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

20
60
100
140
180
P PEN/2
FIELD VANE
PEAK
TORVANE

WELL INSTALLTION
DETAILS

SYMBOL

GEOTECHNICAL
SAMPLE

ENVIRONMENTAL
SAMPLE

SPT BLOWS
PER 152mm

DEPTH (m)

BOREHOLE BH15-01

SPT N
DCPT N
Blows/0.3 m
WP%
W%
WL%
10

30

50

70

90

Asphalt (150mm)
Granular Fill - 19mm minus Sand & Gravel (100mm)/
75mm minus Sand & gravel (330mm), trace brick pieces,
grey/brown, compact, moist
Peat, fibrous to amorphous, dark-reddish brown, moist to
wet

1
01-03
Groundwater at time of drilling -

1.8
-1.0

528

Peat, silty, brown trace grey, very soft, wet

2
335

01-04

2.4
-1.6

Peat, silty, trace-some clay, grey/brown, very soft, wet

13

3

3.0
-2.2

Peat, fibrous, dark-reddish brown, wet

3.8
-3.0

Silt, peaty, trace-some clay, grey/brown, very soft, wet

N-GEO-CONVERT-NO COORD-AFW-TORVANE-ENV VT140043 BH LOG.V00.GPJ ALL-1.GDT 1/29/15

01-05

228

542

4

14

140

5
5.2
-4.4

Silt, some peat, grey/brown, very soft, wet

21

6

6.1
-5.3

End of BH

PROJECT NO.: VT140043
AMEC FOSTER WHEELER
Environment & Infrastructure
18568 - 96 Avenue, Unit 110
Surrey, B.C. V4N 3P9

PROJECT: Ewen Avenue Watermain Replacement
LOCATION: Queensborough, New Westminster, BC
LOGGED BY: EDS
SHEET 1 OF 1

REVIEWED BY: DPH
BOREHOLE No. BH15-01

Su (kPa)

FINISHED: 15/01/2015
STARTED: 15/01/2015
DRILLING METHOD: Hydrovac/Solid Stem Auger
BOREHOLE LOCATION: (See Site Plan) Elevation referenced from
CAD File C000AAWF1075
DEPTH
Elev. 1.0 m+/-

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

20
60
100
140
180
P PEN/2
FIELD VANE
PEAK
TORVANE

WELL INSTALLTION
DETAILS

SYMBOL

GEOTECHNICAL
SAMPLE

ENVIRONMENTAL
SAMPLE

SPT BLOWS
PER 152mm

DEPTH (m)

BOREHOLE BH15-02

SPT N
DCPT N
Blows/0.3 m
WP%
W%
WL%
10

30

50

70

90

Asphalt (545mm)

02-01

0.5
0.5

02-02
0.9
0.1

1

Granular Fill - 19mm minus Sand & Gravel (75mm)/
75mm minus Sand & gravel (315mm), grey,
dense-compact, moist
Peat, fibrous to amorphous, dark-reddish brown, moist to
wet

02-03

Groundwater at time of drilling 601

2

3

3.0
-2.0

392

Silt, peaty to some peat, grey/brown, very soft, wet

N-GEO-CONVERT-NO COORD-AFW-TORVANE-ENV VT140043 BH LOG.V00.GPJ ALL-1.GDT 1/29/15

02-04

4

12

14

102

5

13

6

6.1
-5.1

End of BH

PROJECT NO.: VT140043
AMEC FOSTER WHEELER
Environment & Infrastructure
18568 - 96 Avenue, Unit 110
Surrey, B.C. V4N 3P9

PROJECT: Ewen Avenue Watermain Replacement
LOCATION: Queensborough, New Westminster, BC
LOGGED BY: EDS
SHEET 1 OF 1

REVIEWED BY: DPH
BOREHOLE No. BH15-02

Su (kPa)

03-01

FINISHED: 15/01/2015
STARTED: 15/01/2015
DRILLING METHOD: Hydrovac/Solid Stem Auger
BOREHOLE LOCATION: (See Site Plan) Elevation referenced from
CAD File C000AAWF1075
DEPTH
Elev. 1.2 m+/-

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

0.1
1.1

Asphalt (115mm)
Granular Fill - 19mm minus Sand & Gravel (115mm)/
25mm minus sandy Gravel (1700mm), grey, compact,
moist

1.9
-0.7

Groundwater at time of drilling Peat, fibrous to amorphous, dark-reddish brown, moist to
wet

WELL INSTALLTION
DETAILS

SYMBOL

GEOTECHNICAL
SAMPLE

ENVIRONMENTAL
SAMPLE

SPT BLOWS
PER 152mm

DEPTH (m)

BOREHOLE BH15-03

20
60
100
140
180
P PEN/2
FIELD VANE
PEAK
TORVANE
SPT N
DCPT N
Blows/0.3 m
WP%
W%
WL%
10

30

50

70

90

03-02
1

2

03-03

03-04

331
2.7
-1.5

Silt, peaty to some peat, grey/brown, very soft, wet
18

N-GEO-CONVERT-NO COORD-AFW-TORVANE-ENV VT140043 BH LOG.V00.GPJ ALL-1.GDT 1/29/15

3

4

4.0
-2.8

Silt, trace peat, grey, very soft, wet

17

5

- sandy below 5m

6

6.1
-4.9

21

End of BH

PROJECT NO.: VT140043
AMEC FOSTER WHEELER
Environment & Infrastructure
18568 - 96 Avenue, Unit 110
Surrey, B.C. V4N 3P9

PROJECT: Ewen Avenue Watermain Replacement
LOCATION: Queensborough, New Westminster, BC
LOGGED BY: EDS/WM REVIEWED BY: DPH
SHEET 1 OF 1

BOREHOLE No. BH15-03

Operator: Schwartz Soil Technical
Sounding: CPT15 - 02
Cone ID: DDG1175 5 Ton

TIP RESISTANCE
qt (Bar)
0

20

40

60

80

100 120 140 160

FRICTION RATIO (%)

SLEEVE FRICTION (Bar)
0

0.5

0

1

0

Date: January 16, 2015
Site: Ewen Ave water main, New West
AMECProject Number: VT140043

2

4

6

8

Soil Behavior Type*
Robertson et al, 1986

U2 Pp (Meter)
10

-10

0

10

20

30

40 0

12

0
DRILLED OUT

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

5

5

Depth (m)

CLAY

10

10
SILTY CLAY - CLAY

S. SILT - C. SILT
S. SAND - S. SILT

15

SAND - S. SAND

15

SAND

SAND - S. SAND

20

20
Maximum Depth = 20.00 meter
1 sensitive fine grained
2
organic material
3
clay

4 silty clay to clay
5 clayey silt to silty clay
6 sandy silt to clayey silt

Depth Increment = 0.05 meters
7 silty sand to sandy silt
8 sand to silty sand
9
sand

10 gravelly sand to sand
11 very stiff fine grained (*)
12 sand to clayey sand (*)
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Appendix C
Asphalt Core Report
with Photos

Benkelman Beam Test Report
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exp Services Inc.
275 – 3001 Wayburne Drive
Burnaby, BC V5G 4W3
ASPHALT CORE THICKNESS RESULTS
Client:

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.

Date:

July 26, 2016

Project No.:

Technician

Bill Walmsley

Project:

VAN-00234706-A0
City of New Westminster - NWRFP-16-09
Ewen Avenue Reconstruction Phase 3

Date Cored:

July 26, 2016

Address:

Ewen Avenue - Hampton to Boundary

Date Paved:

N/A

Mix Type:

N/A

Sample ID

Thickness
(mm)

Location
Ewen Avenue

1

WB Lane @ CL of Hampton Street

115

2

WB Lane 118m W of Hampton Street

312

3

WB Lane 200m W of Hampton Street

153

4

WB Lane 300m W of Hampton Street

292

5

WB Lane 400m W of Hampton Street

263

6

WB Lane 500m W of Hampton Street

230

7

WB Lane 615m W of Hampton Street

367

8

WB Lane 90m E of Boundary Road

111

9

EB Lane 35m E of Boundary Road

325

10

EB Lane 145m E of Boundary Road

330+

11

EB Lane 250m E of Boundary Road

330+

12

EB Lane 340m E of Boundary Road

322

13

EB Lane 440m E of Boundary Road

347

14

EB Lane 540m E of Boundary Road

330+

15

EB Lane 640m E of Boundary Road

330+

16

EB Lane 60m W of Hampton Street

330+
Average:

Comments:

Reported By:

280+

+ indicates the asphalt extended beyond the reach of the core barrel

___________________
Bill Walmsley

Reviewed By: ___________________
Renee Korhonen, P.Eng.

L:\2016 (Starting at 0230782-A0)\0234706-A0 WD ISL CoNW Engineering Services, Ewen Ave, New West\Materials\Asphalt Core ReportThickness 2016-Jul-26
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ASPHALT CORE PHOTOS (Cored July 26, 2016)

Core No. 1 WB Ewen Ave at Centerline of Hampton Street

Core No. 2 WB Ewen Ave 118m West of Hampton Street

exp Services Inc.
Geotechnical Assessment Report – City of New Westminster NWRFP-16-09
Ewen Avenue Reconstruction Phase Three, Hampton Street to Boundary Road, New Westminster, BC
Reference No.: VAN-00234706-A0
November 4, 2016

Core No. 3 WB Ewen Ave 200m West of Hampton Street

Core No. 4 WB Ewen Ave 300m West of Hampton Street
Core No. 5 WB Ewen Ave 400m West of Hampton Street
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Core No. 6 WB Ewen Ave 500m West of Hampton Street

Core No. 7 WB Ewen Ave 615m West of Hampton Street
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Core No. 8 WB Ewen Ave 90m East of Boundary Road

Core No. 9 EB Ewen Ave 35m East of Boundary Road
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Core No. 10 EB Ewen Ave 145m East of Boundary Road

Core No. 11 EB Ewen Ave 250m East of Boundary Road
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Core No. 12 EB Ewen Ave 340m East of Boundary Road

Core No. 13 EB Ewen Ave 440m East of Boundary Road
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Core No. 14 EB Ewen Ave 540m East of Boundary Road

Core No. 15 EB Ewen Ave 640m East of Boundary Road
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Core No. 16 EB Ewen Ave 60m West of Hampton Street
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exp Services Inc.
275 - 3001 Wayburne Drive
Burnaby, BC V5G 4W3
Telephone (604) 874-1245
Fax (604) 874-2358

Benkelman Beam Test Report
Client :
File :
Project :
Location:
From:
Station

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.
VAN-00234706-A0
Ewen Avenue Reconstruction Phase 3
Ewen Avenue

Asphalt
32.0 ºC 89.6 ºF
18000 lb
July 27, 2016

0+00 At Centerline of Hampton Street
West
Bound
OWP

Remarks

0+000
0+040
0+080
0+120
0+160
0+200
0+240
0+280
0+320
0+360
0+400
0+440
0+480
0+520
0+560
0+600
0+640
0+680
0+720
0+760
0+800

Surface :
Surface Temperature :
Truck Rear Axle Weight :
Date Tested :

West
Bound
IWP
0.66

Remarks

Remarks

East
Bound
IWP

East
Bound
OWP

0.58

0.58
0.74

Random Patch

1.12

0.94

Utility Trench

Random Patch
2.64

Frequent Cracks

0.48

1.72
0.66

Occasional Cracks
0.36

Random Patch

0.82
1.28

Occasional Cracks

0.26

1.18
0.18

Occasional Cracks

0.42

0.86

Longitudinal Crack
1.26

Transverse Crack

Frequent Cracks

0.90

1.00

Transverse Crack

2.54

Transverse Crack

1.46

5.16

Frequent Cracks

0.62

2.62

Frequent Cracks

0.86
1.64

1.30

Transverse Crack

Remarks

0.28
Random Patch

2.26

4.46

0.48
Utility Trench

0.54

0.38
0.46

0.68

0.52

0.38
0.92
West

STATISTICAL SUMMARY
Number of Tests
Average Rebound (mm)
Standard Deviation (mm)
Most Probable Rebound (mm)
Spring Rebound Factor
Most Probable Spring Rebound Value (mm)

OWP
10
1.27
1.31
3.89
1.2
4.67

East
IWP
10
1.50
1.55
4.59
1.2
5.51

IWP
10
0.89
0.45
1.79
1.2
2.14

Combined

OWP
10
0.96
0.61
2.19
1.2
2.62

40
1.16
1.07
3.29
1.2
3.95

Rebound Values

5.00

West Bound OWP

4.00

West Bound IWP
3.00

East Bound IWP
East Bound OWP

2.00
1.00

800

720

640

560

480

400

320

240

160

80

0.00
Station

Reported By:__________________
Salim Faruque

Reviewed By:____________________
Renee Korhonen, P.Eng.

